
MGA WHS 2.0



MGA I N TRODUCING MG A WH S  2 . 0

With the release of its cutting-edge new version

of MGA WHS 2.0 (MGAWHS), golfers can

conveniently submit their own score and keep

track of their overall playing history without the

need to wait. Other features include:

• Submit golf score on the app

• Enter Marker WHS number for score verification

• Score card picture to be uploaded

• Marker to response on score submitted via email

• Advertisement, Announcement, News & Events 

• Receive Notification such as handicap information 

and general updates



MGA WHS 2.0 BRAND NEW APP UI



HOW TO SUBMIT A SCORE



Golfer

Choose the golf club played Choose the course playedEnter MGA WHS app & 

click [+] button to add new score



Choose date & number

of holes played

Choose the time session played Enter the score by pressing

[+] or [ - ] to increase or

reduce gross played

Choose the tee box color

played



Choose the tee box color Enter Marker WHS number

for score validation
Take a photo of score card

Before submission

SCORE SUMMISION

Thank you for your score 

submission. The score submitted 

will be processed at end of the 

day. The score will be calculated 

based on World Handicapping 

System. Your score will be 

reflected next day and latest 

handicap index will be calculated. 

You can view the score in Last 20 

scores or Score History section.

Done

Done



EMAIL RECEIVED BY MARKER





VIEW SCORE SUBMITTED



Choose History button Choose [Pending Approval] View the details of score by 

pressing the date played

Press [Bag] button to 

view last 20 scores



VIEW MEMBER SELF SUBMITTED SCORE FROM MGA WHS SYSTEM

1

2

Enter WHS number



MGA WHS 2.0 

AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD AT

ON 15 NOV 2022



QUESTION & ANSWER



1. How many days score can be entered by Member?

Members are allowed to enter the last 3 days score, however, the member can still submit physical score at the club if 

the score has not been entered over last 3 days.

2. What if the score wrongly entered by member or found invalid by the club?

The club has the authority to delete the score if the core found not valid or wrongly entered.

3. What if Marker don’t response to their email after the score submitted by member? 

The score will still be processed at 12AM when there is no response from Marker.

4. What will happen when Marker reject the score submitted by Member?

The score will not be processed and the member may need to re-submit the score at the club.

5. For members who already using MGA WHS 1.0, do they need to uninstall and reinstall? 

No, MGA WHS 2.0 will be update automatically for members using MGA WHS 1.0. Unless member has previously disable 

auto update, the memebr has to update manually from Appstore or Playstore. update on their phone.

6. For this new version, are all members compulsory submitting their score by themselves in APP? 

Despite the fact that we strongly advise all members to submit their scores independently, members who wish to 

submit their scores at the club will still be available as usual.



THANK YOU


